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DESKTOPS

GRADE FUNCTIONAL COSMETIC

A 100% Tested and Working, No issues at all No dents or cracks, Little to no scratches.

B possible very small minor dinks/dents, or
cracks, some minor noticeable scuffs

and/or scratches

C Tested and Working, possible low-level
faults like USB Port, optical drive or other
output, minimum 1 visual output will be

working

Possible dents and/or minor cracks, many
and noticeable scuffs and/or scratches,

chips

D Powers on but will have functional issues,
possibly unknown, missing parts

Poor cosmetic condition, including dents,
cracks, scratches

BER Non-working and too expensive to repair Badly damaged, severe dents, scratches,
scuffs,
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ALL IN ONE PC AND IMACS

GRADE FUNCTIONAL COSMETIC

A 100% Tested and Working, No issues at
all.

Chassis
No dents, or cracks, Little to no scratches.

possible very small minor dink

Screen
In perfect working order, 1-2  dead pixels

allowed, no shadow, no haze, no
impression marks, little to no scratches to

screen

B Chassis
No dents, or cracks, minor noticeable

dinks, scuffs or scratches, minor small
chips

Screen
In working order, very minor impression

marks, up to 4 individual dead pixels
allowed, possible minor shadowing or
haze, minor light scratches to screen

C Tested and Working, possible low-level
faults like USB Port or other output.

Chassis
Some dents, dinks and/or minor cracks,

noticeable scuffs and/or scratches, chips

Screen
In working order,  impression marks, up to

10  individual dead pixels allowed,
possible shadowing, haze, noticeable

scratches to screen

D Powers on but will have functional issues,
possibly unknown, BIOS locks, any

missing parts

Chassis
Poor cosmetic condition, including dents,

cracks, scratches

Screen
Powers on,  impression marks, dead

pixels, shadowing, haze, cracks and/or
heavily scratched

BER Non-working and too expensive to repair Badly damaged, cracked and/or leaking
LCD
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WINDOWS LAPTOPS

GRADE FUNCTIONAL COSMETIC

A 100% Tested and Working, No issues at
all. Battery capacity no less than 80%

Chassis
No dents, or cracks, Little to no scratches.

Keyboard and trackpad no shine

Screen
In perfect working order, 1-2 dead pixels

allowed, no shadow, no haze, no
impression marks

B 100% Tested and Working, No issues at all
Battery capacity no less than 70%

Chassis
No dents, or cracks, minor noticeable

scuffs or scratches, minor small chips,
very minor shine to keyboard and/or

trackpad

Screen
In working order, very minor impression

marks, up to 4 individual dead pixels
allowed, possible minor shadowing or
haze, very light key impression marks

C Tested and Working, possible low-level
faults like USB Port or other output, not
visual output. Battery capacity no less

than 60%

Chassis
Some dents and/or minor cracks, many
and noticeable scuffs and/or scratches,

chips

Screen
In working order, up to 10 individual dead
pixels allowed, possible shadowing, haze

and noticeable impression marks

D Powers on but will have functional issues,
possibly unknown, BIOS locks, any

missing parts, swollen battery, battery
capacity less than 60%

Chassis
Poor cosmetic condition, including dents,

cracks, scratches, missing keys

Screen
Powers on, dead pixels, shadowing, haze,
key impressions marks, cracks in glass

BER Non-working and too expensive to repair Badly damaged, cracked and/or leaking
LCD
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APPLE MACBOOKS

GRADE FUNCTIONAL COSMETIC

A 100% Tested and Working, No issues at
all. Battery capacity no less than 80%

Chassis
No dents, or cracks, Little to no scratches.

Keys and Trackpad perfect

Screen
In perfect working order, no impression

marks, 1-2 dead pixels allowed, little to no
scratches

B 100% Tested and Working, No issues at all
Battery capacity no less than 70%

Chassis
possible very small and minor dents, or
cracks, possible 1-2 very minor, hardly

noticeable dinks, minor scuffs or
scratches, minor small chips, very slight

flattened corner, very slight shine to
keyboard and/or trackpad

Screen
In working order, very minor impression

marks, up to 4  individual dead pixels
allowed, possible minor shadowing, very

slight key impression marks

C Tested and Working, possible low-level
faults like USB Port or other output, not
visual output. Battery capacity no less

than 60%

Chassis
Some dents/dinks and/or minor cracks,

noticeable scuffs and/or scratches, chips,
can be seen at arm’s length, flattened

corners. noticeable shine to keys and/or
trackpad

Screen
In working order,  impression marks, up to
10 individual dead pixels allowed, possible

shadowing and minor staingate/key
impression marks

D Powers on but will have functional issues,
possibly unknown, BIOS locks, any

missing parts, swollen battery, battery
capacity less than <60%

Chassis
Poor cosmetic condition, including dents,

cracks, scratches, missing keys, shiny
keys and/or trackpad

Screen
Either Powers on or DOA but no visible
physical damage to screen,  impression

marks, dead pixels, shadowing, staingate

BER Non-working and too expensive to repair Badly damaged, cracked or not working
LCD
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MONITORS

GRADE FUNCTIONAL COSMETIC

A 100% Tested and Working, No issues at all Chassis
No dents, or cracks, Little to no scuffs or

scratches

Screen
In perfect working order, no impression

marks, 1-2 dead pixels allowed, little to no
haze, burn

B 100% Tested and Working, No issues at all Chassis
No dents, or cracks, some minor

noticeable scuffs or scratches, minor
small chips, can be seen at arm’s length

Screen
In working order, very minor impression

marks, up to 4 individual dead pixels
allowed, possible minor shadowing or

haze/burn

C Tested and Working, possible low-level
faults like USB Port or other output, not

visual output

Chassis
Some dents and/or minor cracks, many
and noticeable scuffs and/or scratches,

chips, can be seen at arm’s length

Screen
In working order,  impression marks, up to
5 individual dead pixels allowed, possible

shadowing, haze, discolouration

D Powers on but will have functional issues,
possibly unknown

Chassis
Poor cosmetic condition, including dents,

cracks, very deep scratches

Screen
Powers on,  impression marks, dead

pixels, shadowing haze and burn

BER Non-working and too expensive to repair Badly damaged, cracked and/or damaged
LCD, non power on
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MOBILE PHONES AND TABLETS

GRADE FUNCTIONAL COSMETIC

A 100% Tested and Working, No issues at
all. Battery at minimum 85%

Chassis
No dents, or cracks, Little to no scratches.
less than 3 small unnoticeable marks at

arm’s length, very small and only visible up
very close. No bend

Screen
LCD in perfect working order, no visible
scratches at arms length, possible 1-2

very small, light short scratches, no burn
or haze

B 100% Tested and Working, No issues at
all. Battery at minimum 70%

Chassis
No dents, or cracks, small amount of

scratches barely visible at arm’s length, no
bend

Screen
LCD in perfect working order, no visible

scratches at arms length, possible up to
approx 5 light short scratches

C 100% Tested and Working, No issues at
all. Battery at minimum 50%

Chassis
possible light dents, or hairline cracks,

visible scuffs and scratches. Very slight
bend possible

Screen
LCD in working order, visible scratches at
arms length, LCD intact. possible minor
discolouration, haze, up to 2 dead pixels

D Powers on but will have functional issues,
possibly unknown

Chassis
Poor cosmetic condition, including dents,

cracks, scratches

Screen
In working order, heavily scratched glass

and/or cracked, LCD intact possible
haze/burn and discolouration

BER Non-working and too expensive to repair,
iCloud/FRP locked

Badly damaged, cracked and/or leaking
LCD
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SERVERS

GRADE FUNCTIONAL COSMETIC

A 100% Tested and Working, No issues at all No dents, or cracks, Little to no scratches.

B No dents, or cracks,  noticeable minor
scuffs or scratches, minor small chips,

can be seen at arm’s length

C Tested and Working, possible low-level
faults like USB Port or other output,
minimum 1 visual output working

Some dents and/or minor cracks, many
and noticeable scuffs and/or scratches,

chips.

D Powers on but will have functional issues,
possibly unknown

Poor cosmetic condition, including dents,
cracks, scratches

BER Non-working and too expensive to repair Badly damaged, severe dents, scratches,
scuffs,
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